The proof is based on the description of the structure of large admissible sets we obtained previously, namely :
Theorem 2 (J-M. Deshouillers, G.A. Freiman [1] ). -Let A be an admissible set included in [1,N] , such that Card A > 1.96\/N. If N is large enough, there exist C C A and an integer q having the following properties : (i) Card C < 10 5 iV 5 / 12 , (ii) for some t the set t A C contains at least 3iV 5 / 6 terms in an arithmetic progression modulo q, (Hi) A\C is included in an arithmetic progression modulo q containing at most JV 7 / 12 terms.
Although we do not develop this point, it will be clear from the proof that our arguments may be used to describe the structure of maximal admissible subsets of [1, N] , leading for example to the fact that when N has the shape n 2 or n 2 + n (and n sufficiently large), the Erdos -Straus example is the only maximal subset of [l,iV].
1. We first establish a lemma expressing the fact that if a set of integers V is part of a finite arithmetic progression with few missing elements, then the same is locally true for s A T>.
Proposition!. -Let us consider integers r,s,t and a,q such that t > 2s -q, s > 4r + 3 -f q and 0 < a < q. Let further V = {d\ < d2 < -· * < d t } be a set of t distinct integers congruent to a modulo q such that dt -d± = (t -1 + r)q,and denote by m (resp. M) the smallest (resp. largest) element in s A V. Then, among 2r + 1 consecutive integers congruent to sa modulo q and laying in the interval [m, Ml, at least r + 1 belong to s A V.
Proof -We treat the special case when a = 0, q = 1 and V is included in [1, t] . We notice that the general case reduces to this one by writing di -d\ + q(5i -1) and considering the set {Si,...,S t }. Let x be an integer in s A V fl [m, (m + M)/2]. We first show that the interval [x, x -f 3r] contains at least 2r H-1 elements from s A V. Since x is in s A T>, we can find d(l) < · · · < d(s), elements in £>, the sum of which is x.
Let us show that d(l) is less than t -s -Sr. On the one hand we have
and on the other hand we have The inequality x < (m + M)/2 implies that we have 2d(l) + 5-1 t 4-2r 4-1, whence 2d(l) 2 £ -s -3r t -s -4r -2 and we notice that t -s -4r -2 is positive, by the assumptions of Proposition 1.
Since d(l) is less than t -s -3r, the interval [d(l), t 4-r] contains at least s + 4r +1 integers. We denote by %\ < * · · < i\ the indexes of those d's such that d(i^ 4-1)d(ik) > 2, with the convention that d(ii + l) = 31>t+r+l in the case when d(s) < t+r. The set z k=l d(ik) 1, d t* + 1 -1 contains at least 4r 4-1 integers. We now suppress from those intervals those which contain no element from X>, and we rewrite the remaining ones as d(ji) Ι,Φι+1) I 5***5 d(h) 1, d(j h + 1) 1
They contain at least 3r + 1 integers, among which at most r are not in V.
Let us define u± to be the largest integer such that d(ji) + ui is in V and is less than d(ji + 1), and let us define U2, • • •, Uh in a similar way. We consider the integers
One readily deduces from this construction that the interval -Let A = {ai < · · · < a A} be an admissible subset of [l,iV] with cardinality A = 2N 1 / 2 + <9(iV 5 / 12 ), and let us define q to be the largest integer such that A is contained in an arithmetic progression modulo q. We have q = 0(iV 5 / 12 ) and there exists an integer u in [iV 11 / 24 ,2iV n / 24 ] such that a>A-u a u+1 q '2JV 1 / 2 0(iV n / 24 )
Proof.
-The proof is based on the structure result we quoted in the introduction as Theorem 2. We keep its notation and first show that an integer q satisfying (ii) and (iii) is indeed the largest integer such that A is contained in an arithmetic progression modulo q. We let B denote A\C. A simple counting argument will show that A is included in the same arithmetic progression as B. Otherwise, let us consider an element a £ A which is not in the same arithmetic progression as B modulo q. The set s A A contains the disjoint sets s A Sanda+(s-l) A £. We thus have \s A A\ > \s A B\ + \(s-1) A B\. It is well-known (cf.
[4] for example) that \s A B\ > s(\B\ -s) for s < |B|, and since
which implies B 3 0(1) N so that we have A B C 3 o(l)) N a contradiction.
We have so far proven that q divides g := gcd(a 2 -ai,..., a A -CL\). Property (ii) implies that q is a multiple of g, so that we have q = g, as we wished to show.
The second step in the proof consists in showing that for 0 < k < \B\ -q, any element in k A B is less than any element in (k + q) A B. Let us call J the 3iV 5 / 6 consecutive terms of the arithmetic progression modulo q, the existence of which is asserted in (ii). Since B is included in an arithmetic progression modulo q with less that 3iV 5 / 6 terms, the sets k A B-j-J and {k + q) A B + J consists of consecutive terms of arithmetic progressions modulo g, and moreover, they are in the same class modulo q. Since A is admissible, the sets k A B 4-J (included in (fc + £) A *4) and (k + q) A B + J (included in + ^ + £) A -4) do not intersect. To prove that any element of k A B is less that any element of (fe + q) A B, it is now sufficient to notice that k A B contains an element (we can consider the smallest element of k A B), which is smaller than some element of (fe H-q) A B.
We now prove that q = 0(iV 5 / 12 ). The cardinality of A and Theorem 2 imply that \B\ = 2N 1 / 2 + 0(iV 5 / 12 ). We choose k so that 2fe + q is \B\ or \B\ -1. (We notice that this is always possible since A contains at least JV 1 / 2 integers from [l,iV] in an arithmetic progression modulo q, so that q < iV 1 / 2 ). By the second step, the largest element in k A B is smaller than the largest element in (fe + q) A B. Let z be (fe + q)-th element from 23, in the increasing order. We have
by an easy computation, we get
so that we have k N 1/2 0(iV 5 / 12 )
We now use again the same argument, being more precise. Let us write
. b k • b k +i • bk+q
Let t be any integer in [1, k] . We have
We clearly have the inequalities bk+q+l -bk q + 1 q bk+q+2 -bk-1 + 3 q … b2k+q-t-l h+2
2tq. We thus obtain bk+i … bk+q t + 1 b2k+q-i h+i m k-t-2
Taking into account that bk+ q N -kq, a dull computation leads to £ + 1 b2k+q-t b t +i Q N -k 2 +2kt + 0 jyll/12 when t 0(N n / 24 ) This in turn leads to b2k+q-t b t+1 m 2k 0(jV n / 24 ) when t 3 2 JV U /24 Oil) Let C the cardinality of C. Since A -BUC^ we have b t+1
H+C dA+t+C-2k-q+l 0>2k+q-C-t b2k+q~t
we choose u = A + t + C-2k-q and recall that A-2k-q<C + l = 0(iV 5 / 12 ), so that Theorem 3 is proven.
3.
We now embark on the proof of Theorem 1 which will follow from Theorem 3 and Proposition 1. Let A be an admissible subset of [l,iV] with maximal cardinality. By [1], we know that A = 2y/N 4-<9(iV 5 / 12 ), so we can apply Theorem 3 : there exists integers u and r such that a>A-u a u+1 q A-2u + r with u € jyll/24 2JV 11 / 24 " and r O ^11/24
We let V A , a-и t A -2u, a t-q 2 and we shall apply Proposition 1 with s = a and s = a 4-q (one readily checks that the conditions of application of Proposition 1 are fulfilled). Let us further denote by m(s) (resp. M(s)) the smallest (resp. largest) element in s A V.
As a first step, we show that a\ 4-«2 4-· * · + a q cannot be too small. We have In all cases, we thus have A + l 2 4N + 1 which ends the proof of our main result.
